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The Malaysian
Institute of Estate Agents

The Malaysian Institute of Estate Agents (MIEA) is a recognised 
body representing all Registered Estate Agents in the country.

The Institute Theme

 
The Estate Agents’ biggest and single most challenge is to 
be united. Unity is the binding factor that will allow us to have 
one voice, one common goal and one vision. Estate Agents 
must take pride and take ownership of the practice by working 
together for the common goal of the profession. As the old adage 
says, “Unity is strength, and strength is mighty”. The call is for 
the leadership, the council, the members and the negotiators to 
work in unison and in unity to tackle the daily issues we face. 
The Institute must be relevant to the members by meeting their 
expectations. The programmes, activities will all be aligned 
towards this goal. By the same token members must also be 
relevant to the institute by participating in the committees, 
programmes and to give ideas & feedback. When one is united 
there is peace & harmony, and when there is relevance there 
is respect. When this is achieved there will be progress. When 
we progress there is growth, growth leads to betterment of our 
business and our lives and as a result we achieve recognition, 
respect and success. Only then can we bring change to the 
industry and be a dynamic Institute.

Guide For Contributors

Articles to be considered for publication are required to adhere 
to the following guidelines. 
Submission of Manuscripts 
Manuscripts must be submitted in English. Authors must 
provide original, unpublished work not under consideration for 
publication elsewhere. A copy of the manuscript together with 
original figures and tables must be submitted to the Editorial 
Board. Manuscripts, figures, tables and disks will not be 
returned to the author. 
All illustrations, figures or tables in the article must be captioned, 
in clear black and white and ready for reproduction. Illustrations 
such as maps, pictures, etc must be submitted with a copy of 
the original photographs and clearly marked and captioned for 
clear reproduction. 
Copyright 
Once published in the D’REAM, the copyright including 
electronic copyrights of the article is automatically vested 
with MIEA. The copyright covers the exclusive use of rights 
to reproduce and distribute the article, including reprints, 
photographic reproductions, microfilm, electronic publication or 
any reproduction of a similar nature and translations.

D’REAM is an acronym for “The Real Estate Agents, Malaysia”. 
D’REAM is published by The Malaysian Institute of Estate 
Agents (MIEA), Unit C-27-05, Dataran 3 Dua, No. 2, Jalan 19/1, 
46300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan. Tel: +603 - 7960 
2577 • Fax: +603 - 7960 3757 Advertising in D’REAM can be 
directed to secretariat at, Tel: +603 - 7960 2577. Rates can be 
obtained from our website www.miea.com.my.

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be used 
or reproduced in any form or by any means, including but not 
limited to electronic or mechanical photocopying, recording or by 
any information storage or retrieval system or otherwise, without 
prior agreement and written permission from the publisher.

“UNITEDRELEVANTPROGRESSIVE”

EDITOR’S NOTE
Theresa Augustine  •  secretariat@miea.com.my

Happy New Year and welcome to our first 
issue of the Dream Bulletin for 2018! It 
has been a great start to the year and it 
almost feels like the gloom of 2017 has 
been lifted. Let’s continue to work with a 
positive attitude and take our real estate 
industry to greater heights.

Globally the business world has 
changed with something called “market 
disruption”. Disruption is literally 
changing the way we think, behave or do 
business in our day to day lives. Almost 
everything has gone digital with various 
“Aps” on Smart phones where with a 
click of a button, and Voila! a deal is done.

Whilst the whole world is changing, locally here in Malaysia there has 
been a change. Amendments to Act 242 (Valuers, Appraisers and Estate 
Agents Act 1981) was passed and gazetted in Parliament.

The Constitution was amended in July 2017 and approved by the ROS.  
As a result of this, a re-election of office bearers took place and now we 
are proudly called The Board of Directors. This is definitely a step forward
which only means for the betterment of the fraternity with the objective to 
unite and serve better.

MIEA will continue to offer opportunities and benefits through its 
educational programmes, professional talks, networking sessions, and of 
course MAREC 2018! CPD hours are offered by so many organizations, 
but MAREC has always given us the feeling of reassurance that we are in 
the right profession.

The institute can only be strong as its members. We look forward to your 
continued support in order to achieve our objectives.

Once again, A Happy New Year to all!

OBJECTIVES OF THE INSTITUTE

• To represent members on all issues of practice with BOVAEA, 
relevant government agencies, associations and to be the 
voice for Practitioners in the country. 

• To unite and protect the interests of all Practitioners in the 
profession. 

• To promote the code of conduct, ethics and maintain high 
ethical standards of practice. 

• To safeguard and protect the interest of the general public 
against fraud by practitioners or persons not authorized to act 
as practitioners.

• To provide training, education, examination, technical and 
general knowledge for all Practitioners. 

• To mediate disputes / conflicts. 

• To provide a platform for networking and business development. 

• To encourage, elevate and maintain a high level of 
professionalism amongst practitioners. 

• To work towards the establishment of the Board of Estate 
Agents Malaysia. 

• To eradicate illegal brokers and malpractices.
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We are happy to observe that our country’s economy 
is doing well with 3Q reaching 6.2% growth and 
unemployment rate of 3.4%. This augurs well for the 
real estate industry. However this was hampered by the 
ongoing lending restrictions by the financial institutions. 
We notice that deals were aborted either due to loan 
rejections or low margin of financing. On the positive 
note, we notice purchasers are getting used to the new 
norms and accepting it.

The release of the market updates by NAPIC and the 
decision taken by the government to freeze approvals 
for office, retails and selective approvals for high-end 
condominium has caused a mixed reaction from the 
analysts and selected market players. To allay fears and 
negative perception of the market, the institute conducted 
a press conference on 28th November 2017 to share the 
ground sentiments and market perception.

I always believe that, we the members and practitioners 
on the ground have the 1st hand information on the market 
and the public sentiments. Soon, we will be conducting 
a market survey amongst the practitioners and members 
to get their feedback. Together with our research and 
the market feedback, we will be holding another press 
conference to share with them further.

The past few months had been a hectic period for both 
the secretariat and members of the Board of Directors, 
both at HQ and branch level. We successfully held three 
MASPEX exhibitions (Malaysian Secondary & Primary 
Exhibitions) namely in Johor, Penang and Sabah. In 
October, we had our National Real Estate Awards (NREA) 
night at the Majestic Hotel attended by 700 guests from 
all over the country and several oversea delegates. Most 
recent, MIEA Sarawak held its annual dinner on 16th 
December 2017 and was graced by none other than the 
state Housing Minister, Prof Datuk Dr Sim Kui Hian.

This is not something new but we would like to 
congratulate The Board of Valuers, Appraisers, Estate 
Agents and Property Managers (The Board) for obtaining 
the amendment approval of Act 242, The Valuers, 
Appraisers and Estate Agents Act 1987 passed by the 

Message
From The President

Parliament recently. Besides the provision for setting the 
register of property managers, this amendment has great 
impact on the practice which gives greater powers to the 
police to act against the illegal agents which has been 
affecting our industry. For Real Estate Agents who are 
registered with the Board for more than 10 years, please 
refer to the recent Board circular on the provision to 
register as Probationary Property Managers. MIEA has 
always supported and maintained a good rapport with 
The Board. Recently, we just had our courtesy call to 
congratulate the new Board President, YB Sr Tuan Haji 
Nordin bin Daharom who was appointed as the new 
Board President and Director General of Valuation and 
Property Services. 

As you are aware, MIEA is equally active in the 
international arena. MIEA being part of Asean Real 
Estate Network Alliance (ARENA) conducted the ARENA 
Convention and Expo (ACE) in August 2017 which saw 
the participation and attendance of 600 delegates from 
all the participating ASEAN countries. It was a resounding 
success with all the hard work put-up by Past President 
Mr Soma Sundram and his team. 

As your President, I was invited by the Chinese Association 
of Real Estate Brokers (CAREB), the national real estate 
association of Taiwan to their awards night where we also 
signed a MOU between MIEA and CAREB. I also attended 
the National Association of Realtors (NAR) conference in 
Chicago recently. Another feather in the cap for MIEA, I 
was appointed by NAR as the Board of Directors for a 
term of one year, a first for MIEA and Malaysia. 

Moving forward, we will be busy organising MAREC 2018 
which falls on 2nd and 3rd March 2018 and some other 
international activities with REIV and REIWA of Australia. 
We look forward to see you at MAREC 2018. 

Cheers and Happy New Year 2018

ERIC LIM
MIEA President (2017-2019)
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The Board of Directors
2017 - 2019

Eric Lim
President

Tan Guat Eng
Treasurer

Sponsorship

Lim Boon Ping
President Elect

MIEA-EAPC State Branches
NREA Board Member

Kelvin Yip
Vice President

Education & Training
Special Task Force

Erick Kho
Immediate Past 

President

Chan Ai Cheng
Secretary General

Membership
International Liaison

Christopher Chan
Director

Membership Benefits
Bulletin

Ahmad Zamzuri Bin Kamarudin
Director
MASPEX

Kayte Teh
Director

Business Development 
PR & CSR

Tan Kian Aun
Director

Research & Development
ICT/MLS MAREC’18

Firdaus Bin Musa
Government Liaision

Board Member

Roshindar Kaur
REN Network Chair

Alex Joseph Gomez
Advisory

Board Member

Billy Low
National Head of Youth

Liew Toh Sen
Johor Chairman

Dato Alex Ting
Sarawak Chairman

Mark Saw
Penang Chairman

Victor Wong
Sabah Chairman

Noorzamani Bin Nooradin
Perak Chairman







Organised By :    Main Sponsor            A Member of          Support By :
       - Developer

                 International Affilliates

CALL NOW : HELENA    +603 7960 2577      projects@miea.com.my    www.miea.com.my
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The fifth property exhibition held by the Malaysian Institute of Estate Agents (MIEA) Penang held 26th Oct – 29th Oct 
at Queensbay Mall, Penang, showcasing over 5,000 secondary and primary properties. 

This year we have established a dedicated 27 booths including Developers, Maybank  at the exhibition venue to ensure 
customers can book their dream homes and apply for attractive home loan packages at one stop and under one roof 
at their convenience. 

Overall the response for this year was really good, with one agency closing 6 deals with 30 potential customers to 
follow up.  There  was  also a sub-sale closed. One of the developers had 3 units sold & 25 potential customers to 
follow up.
We are pleased that the response was overwhelming with about 10,000 visitors and we did it even better this year with 
a much bigger turnout. 

We trust that visitors have gained invaluable insights at the exhibition for them to make better decisions to buy, invest 
and build their homes. 

Sponsors for the event are :-
1. Malayan Banking Bhd, 
2. MRCB, 
3. Ideal Property Group, 
4. BSG Property,

The official media partners are EdgeProp.my and Good Harvest.

5. MTT-Priority Group of Companies  
6. Allianz Malaysia
7. PropertyGuru

MASPEX
MALAYSIAN SECONDARY PROPERTY EXHIBITION

2017
P E N A N G

26 - 29 OCTOBER 2017
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NO. BIG BOOTHS Booth No.

1 CAREY S8

2 ANCHOR EMPIRE S10

3 TODAY S11

4 PREMIER S9

5 EZ HOME REALTY E9

6 REAPFIELD E2 & E3

7 ELITE E7

8 KHOO & ASSOCIATES E4

9 UPP E11 & E12

10 HENRY BUTCHER E10

11 RINA E5

12 RINA (B'WORTH) E6

13 DREAM HOUSE E1

14 KINGSBAY E8

Next year PENANG MASPEX 2018 scheduled to held on 25th to 28th 
October 2018.

List of Exhibitors :

The Grand Opening of our 5th MASPEX (Malaysian Secondary & Primary Property Exhibition)
Grand Opening by by Honorable YB Tuan Jagdeep Sing Deo. Our President, Mr.Eric Lim with YB Tuan 
Tuan Jagdeep Singh Deo
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• Overview: What is GST ?
 GST is charged on:
 o The taxable supply of goods and services made by a taxable person in the course of furtherance of business 

in Malaysia. GST is charged on imported goods and services.

• Malaysia’s GST Model

• Taxable person includes individual, corporation, Federal Government, State Government, statutory body, local 
authority, society, trade union, co-operative society, joint-venture, trust, partnership and any other body, organisation, 
association or group of persons, whether corporate or unincorporated. 

 The scope includes natural and juridical persons: individual, sole proprietor and partnership; company, club, 
association, society, co-operatives, trade union, non-profit body and unincorporated bodies; trust, trustee, executor, 
administrator and joint venture; and Federal Government, State Government, statutory body and local authority.

 A taxable person is required to be registered for GST.

• Land can be divided into 2 categories as follows (under Schedule 1, Clause 2 of the GSTA 2014):

 (a) Goods: Any transfer of the whole right of ownership in land; land under an agreement for the sale of such land; 
and under an agreement which expressly stipulates that the ownership of such land will pass at some time in 
the future. ; an interest under Deed of Assignment or any strata title.  

  
  Where there is a default in payment under security relating to land, the transfer of such land shall be treated as 

a supply of goods.
 
 (b) Services:  Any lease, tenancy agreement, licence to occupy land, transfer of undivided share in land.

Types of Supply Output Tax Input Tax

Standard rated 6% Claimable

Zero rated 0% Claimable

Exempt No GST charged Non claimable

GST – Commercial 
Properties held on 
Monday 25 September 
2017 at MIEA Training 
Centre by Tuan 
Mohamad Firdaus Bin 
Satibi, the Assistant 
Director of Customs 
Department
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Number of Commercial Property/ Land 
(Total Value of Property Hold/ Owned)

Value of Property Intended 
to be sold

Liable to be registered

Any unit (> RM 2 million) >RM 500K Yes

2 units >RM 500K No

>2 units <RM 500K No

>2 units >RM 500K Yes

Any acreage (> RM 2 million) >RM 500K Yes

1 Acre >RM 500K No

>1 Acre <RM 500K No

>1 Acre >RM 500K Yes

• Supply of Land/ Building:

 Exempted: agricultural; residential (link house, semi detached & detached houses, apartment including service 
apartment and condominium); general purposes – burial, playground and religious; and rental – residential.

 Standard rated: land use for fishing or hunting activity; commercial and industrial purposes [– shoplots, office, 
retail, factories, warehouses, SoHo, SoVo, SoFo, Hotel, motel, inn, hostel]; brokering services; and rental – non 
residential. 

• Value of supply (consideration in money). The value of supply shall be taken to be an amount with the addition of 
GST chargeable, equal to the consideration.

 Value = consideration (money) – GST portion
 Tax Fraction = Rate / (100 + rate) = 6/106
 As an example, A sells a shop lot to B and receives RM 260K. 
 The value of supply = consideration – GST = RM 260K – (6/106 X RM 260K) = RM 245,283.02.
 [Note: GST is RM 14,716.98 while the value of the shop lot is RM 245,283.02.

• As a commercial property owner, when do you need to register for GST ?

 o When you have the intention to engage a 
real estate agent, advertisement, receive 
deposit/ booking fee etc.

 o Value of supply exceeds RM 500K within a 
12 month period.

• Any individual who is not a GST registered 
person is treated as carrying out a business 
if he at any one time owns:

 o More than 2 commercial properties;
 o More than one acre of commercial land; OR
 o Commercial property or commercial land 

worth more than RM 2 million at market 
price

The individual must also go through the Business 
Test.

• Individual Disposal of Assets
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MIEA
Youth

Networking
Night

Over 160 real estate professionals attended the inaugural Real 
Estate Networking Night on 1st November 2017. This networking 
event, which was organized by MIEA Youth, was held at The 
Roof Bandar Utama. The key objectives of the event is to as 
follows (i) enable real estate agents and negotiators to connect 
with other business owners as well as (ii) encourage more real 
estate professionals to be a MIEA member. There were a total 
of 12 sponsors for this event including BMW, HASB, Hartamas, 
House of Mod, Affin Bank, RentGuard, David Gurupatam & 
Koay, Bumbung, Hallmark Interior, Propedia Consultancy, Lepro 
and Sunsuria. Besides networking, Sr Vicky How also gave a 
market forecast 2018 talk where she provided insights of key 
developments such as the River of Life, High Speed Rail and 
Tun Razak Exchange. The attendees also participated fun and 
relaxing activities such as property pop quiz and lucky draws. All 
in all the attendees had great fun eating, drinking and mingling 
throughout the event which lasted from 6:30 to past 10pm. Due 
to the overwhelming support by participants, the MIEA Youth 
intend to organize a similar event in the near future. If you would 
like to receive more information in our upcoming events, please 
email secretariat@miea.com.my.
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Conferment
of Fellowship

Mr Stephen Wong Kian Hin

Mr Liew Toh Sen

Mr Aubrey Chan

Mr Vincent Ng Eng Sim

Mr Victor Wong Tay Kow

Mr Alex Jospeh Gomez

Sr Vadeveloo a/l Suppiah

Mr Shirley Chai Gut Yang

Mr Simon Hii Sing Sing

Mr Wong Ho Ming

Sr Loo Kung Hoe

Mr Chang Keok Hai

Sr Mark Saw

IPP Erick Kho Ying Tian

Ms Monica Chuah

Sr Dr Teoh Poh Huat
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MIEA Sarawak held 4th annual dinner on 16 

Dec 2017 was graced by YB Datuk Prof. Dr Sim 

Kui Hian, Minister for Local Government and 

Housing Sarawak.  This auspicious real estate 

practitioners gathering was attended by 300 

people Sarawak as well as Peninsular Malaysia.  

The theme “Don’t forget to Remember” 

shared with 300 attendees the recognition of 

three dedicated members who have selflessly 

contributed to the development of MIEA 

Sarawak.  In appreciation of their hard work, 

Mr Simon Hii Sing Sing, Mr Wong Ho Ming 

and Mr Aubrey Chan were conferment of MIEA 

Fellowship.  

The Organising Committee as usual has never 

let us down with interesting programme for its 

attendees.  It was fun and entertaining.  Kudos 

to the team!

MIEA Sarawak
Annual Dinner 2017
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Realtors Conference & Expo
President, Eric Lim represented MIEA at the National Associations of Realtors Conference & Expo from 3 – 6 Nov 2017 
in Chicago, USA.  The theme was “The Sky’s The Limit brought together more than 20,000 real estate practitioners 
around the world.  It was a great networking and learning platform for everyone.

Mr Eric Lim has been appointed by 2018 NAR President, Ms Elizabeth Mendenhall to serve on the NAR Board of Directors 
from 7 Nov 2017 to 5 Nov 2018.  The appointment required him to be presented at the 2018 REALTORS Legislative 
Meeting & Trade Expo and 2018 REALTORS Conference & Expo. In Washington and Boston, USA respectively.



MIEA established another bi-lateral relationship 

with Chinese Association of Real Estate Brokers, 

Taiwan at the Ceremony of “Golden Broker 

Awards”.  This new establishment brings new 

collaboration opportunities for MIEA members 

especially those who wish to venture into cross 

border business.  After the signing ceremony, 

Mr Eric Lim was invited to share a paper on 

Malaysia Property Market.

MOU Signing Ceremony 
with Chinese Association 
of Real Estate Brokers
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MIEA In The Media
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11/30/2017 MIEA: Property market stable, moving at moderate pace | Free Malaysia Today

http://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/nation/2017/11/28/miea-property-market-stable-moving-at-moderate-pace/ 1/6

 Share  Tweet  Pin  Mail

November 28, 2017

MIEA: Property market stable, moving at moderate pace
Melissa Darlyne Chow

(From left) Malaysian Institute of Estate Agents
(MIEA) vice-president Kelvin Yip, president Eric Lim,

past president Nixon Paul and secretary-general
Chan Ai Cheng at a press conference here today.

PETALING JAYA: The current property market is stable and moving at a moderate pace, withthe outlook for next year expected to remain the same, the Malaysian Institute of Estate Agents(MIEA) said today.

Its president Eric Lim said this was concluded from the feedback and survey conducted amongMIEA members and practitioners.

He said there had been a lot of speculation about a possible slump in the property market nextyear, and cautioned against overgeneralising the matter.
“We are on the ground. Our members are on the ground. We sell. We have a few hundredagents in the market. We know what is happening in the market. It is not fair to quotesomething when you are not in the market.

“The outlook for next year is generally quite stable. Maybe moving at a moderate pace. Itdepends on the location, the type, supply and demand.

“(The property market) is very subjective. It is not fair to say that a certain property is comingdown. Some are going up, and some, maybe because there is too much supply, are not doingwell, which in return may affect pricing.



11/30/2017 MIEA: Property market stable, moving at moderate pace | Free Malaysia Today

http://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/nation/2017/11/28/miea-property-market-stable-moving-at-moderate-pace/ 2/6

“You cannot generalise in one sentence, to say that the property (market) will come down or if itis too good. That is how the property market is structured,” he told reporters after a pressconference at its secretariat here today.

Also present were MIEA’s past president Nixon Paul, vice-president Kelvin Yip, and secretary-general Chan Ai Cheng.

Lim said the property market condition also depended on the location and type of property.
“People think there is one standard ruling, and I think it is not fair, because we are sensitive tothe location and the type of development,” he said.

Lim said at present, property buyers were more savvy and prudent in managing their financesand investments, and more careful in their decision-making.
“The purchasing interest level in the market is still high, but is often dampened by the commonfrustration on loan issues.

“Most of the aborted transactions are due to either loan rejection or low margin of financing inboth the primary and secondary properties,” he said.

Lim hoped that next year, banks would be more relaxed in their lending, and that the youngergeneration would be more creative in their borrowing.

He stressed the importance of embracing new technology to reach out to the Gen Y andmillennials.

Lim also urged the government to extend support to the M40 group (middle income), on top ofthe government aid offered to those in the B40 category (bottom 40).
Thriving commercial property market

Paul also agreed that the property market should not be generalised, specifically in relation tothe commercial property sector.

11/29/2017 Conversion rate of developers’ sales improved in 2017 | The Edge Markets

http://www.theedgemarkets.com/article/conversion-rate-developers-sales-improved-2017 1/2

Conversion rate of developers’ sales
improved in 2017

PETALING JAYA (Nov 28): The conversion rate for sales in the primary market has gone to

over 63% in 2017 from 50% in 2016, said the Malaysian Institute of Estate Agents (MIEA)

secretary-general Chan Ai Cheng.

Citing recently launched projects such as UEM Sunrise Bhd’s Solaris Parq, Sime Darby

Property Bhd’s Lot 15, Razak Residence by Akisama Group and Southbrooks by Perdana

ParkCity Sdn Bhd as examples, Chan said these projects have experienced “decent and good”

take-up rates.

“Based on our survey among members who focus on project marketing, there is better

conversion rate this year compared with 2016 since the tightening on loans.

“2016’s conversion rate was in the region of 50% and in 2017, the rate has improved to

between 63% and 70%, which is a healthy improvement.

“This could be because buyers are more aware of the stringent requirements by the banks and

had time to work on improving their ‘loan-ability’ status, as well as be better prepared to own

properties now knowing the cash requirements to purchase properties,” she said at a press

conference held by MIEA today.

Chan added that homebuyers are now more sophisticated as they do a lot of comparing before

purchasing a property and as a result, MIEA’s real estate negotiators have to undergo more

Lum Ka Kay / EdgeProp.my
November 28, 2017 22:52 pm +08
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training in 2017 in order to move forward.

“Also, we think making units smaller and expecting them to sell better needs to be relooked by

property developers.

“When it comes to real estate project marketing, you need to look at the right location, right

product — you don’t sell a commercial property in an area with demand for residential

properties instead — with the right pricing, right packaging and developer’s reputation.

“For products to be sellable, these criteria have to be there. What the market needs and wants

— what is right. To determine what is right, proper research backed up by data which includes

surveys is very much necessary,” she added.

Meanwhile, MIEA vice-president Kelvin Yip noted that the volume and value of residential

property transactions in selected states such as Penang, Johor, Selangor and Kuala Lumpur

recorded declines, except for KL, where its residential property transacted value increased by

12.7% in 1H17.

“Despite the decrease in volume and value, the average value per transaction [for these states]

increased except for Johor, where its average value per transaction is at RM335,374 or dipped

slightly by 2% in 1H17,” he said, citing data from the National Property Information Centre.

On non-landed homes, condominiums or apartments between the price range of RM250,001 to

RM500,000 and RM500,001 to RM1 million were the most transacted categories for 1H17.

“Meanwhile, the popular category in Selangor was between RM250,001 to RM500,000. In

KL, non-landed homes between the price range of RM250,001 to RM500,000 and RM500,001

to RM1 million were equally popular,” said Yip.

Yip expects the property market to remain lacklustre going into 1Q18, given the lack of

incentives and measures in Budget 2018 to spur the property segment.

“Moving forward, the recent rebound in the economy, coupled with the strengthening of the

local currency and a stable employment market, among other positive developments, offered a

ray of hope for recovery in the residential market,” he said. Real estate agents call for more nuanced view of

property market

Published: 28 Nov 2017, 7:09 pm     Modified: 29 Nov 2017, 4:19 pm

  

A body representing real estate agents and negotiators has urged for a more nuanced

view on the status of the property market, amid reports that there is an overhang on

the supply side of the market.

Malaysian Institute of Estate Agents (MIEA) president Eric Lim issued a reminder that

the property market is extremely sensitive to factors such as location, price, and the

type of property, and thus care should be taken in interpreting figures about the health

of the property market.

“When the data comes out from the National Property Information Centre (Napic) that

there will be an overhang of, let’s say, 40 percent, a lot of people who see the data

don’t really dissect where the data comes from.

 

 realestate  propertymarket  propertyglut

“Some (of the data) are from areas where you shouldn’t be building homes. When you

put homes there and can’t sell it, then it gets added (to the figures) and will show that

there is an overhang...

For the rest of this story and more, subscribe for only RM200 a year. If you're already a subscriber, please

sign in.

Sign in  Subscribe now
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